Senior Living healthcare-associated infections (HAIs), such as MRSA, C. diff, influenza and other viruses that cause respiratory infections, impact thousands of Long Term Care facilities across America every year. According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, HAIs lead to $673 million a year in preventable healthcare costs.1 Aerosol and droplet transmission of disease has been a challenge for Senior Living operators for decades and made even more consequential by SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19.

Senior Living Operators Need to Attack SARS-CoV-2 Where Residents Live and Interact

The CDC (NIOSH) completed a multi-year study of air samples and concluded that 42% to 53% of the influenza viral RNA was contained in respirable aerosolized particles less than 4 microns in aerodynamic diameter.2,3,4 Based on data from the Society for Applied Microbiology and evidenced by the chart below, these small particles serve as an effective vehicle for transmission, capable of causing more severe and potentially fatal disease.5 Research published in the CDC’s Emerging Infectious Diseases Journal indicates SARS-CoV-2 can survive in the air and remain suspended for up to 16 hours6 and can be found as far as 15.75 feet away from COVID-19 carriers.7 This means that residents and staff could continue to be exposed to the virus, even when maintaining physical distance from an infected person or when the infected person is no longer present, as evidenced by the CDC’s evaluation of a superspreader event at a choir practice in Washington state.8 In addition, the virus could be introduced by airflow to residents and staff in other areas of the building.

Needlepoint Bipolar Ionization (NPBI™) Turns Senior Living HVAC Systems into Powerful Tools for Pathogen Reduction
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HVAC Systems Can Reduce Exposure to HAIs

In a statement on airborne transmission of SARS-CoV-2, the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) has discussed the importance of HVAC systems in reducing airborne exposures. Any infection control measure that relies exclusively on filtration or purification of air in HVAC system ductwork could neglect a significant amount of aerosolized particles, potentially putting residents and staff at risk.

Reducing Exposure to Infections Depends on Combining Measures, Including the Installation of Ozone-Free NPBI Technology

ASHRAE cautions: “even the most robust HVAC system cannot control all airflows and completely prevent dissemination of an infectious aerosol or disease transmission by droplets or aerosols.” This is why the consideration of HVAC upgrades must take the efficacy of other infection control measures into account and augment them. With this in mind, all Senior Living buildings should immediately consider modifying their HVAC systems with a 3-pronged approach.

1. **Increase outdoor air ventilation** as much as the system will allow without negatively impacting the temperature and humidity needed to keep residents safe and comfortable.

2. **Upgrade filtration** to MERV 13 or the highest level HVAC systems will allow based on size and/or pressure ratings achievable.

3. **Install NPBI** to enable existing HVAC systems to proactively reduce exposure to pathogens.

The Plasma Field Emitted by NPBI Installed in Existing Air Handlers Generates Billions of Ions to Purify the Air

Carbon fiber filaments, immune to corrosion, use electrodes to generate a plasma field filled with a high concentration of both positive and negative ions that react with airborne contaminants, including viruses. This method has been shown in the *Journal of Aerosol Science* to be more effective than competing monopolar systems while also neutralizing static electricity.

NPBI devices are easily installed into all air handlers in HVAC systems and flood buildings with billions of ions. NPBI devices are designed to match the CFM of each air handler they are installed into. This ensures the proper ion density of 1,500 to 5,000 ions per cubic centimeter will be achieved in the spaces being served. For perspective, this is similar to levels of ionization that can be found in nature.
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9Certified UL2998 – fewer than five parts per billion of ozone emissions
Several Invisible Contaminants Circulating through Air Are Addressed by NPBI

1. **Particulate Matter** – A paper published in the *Invertis Journal of Science & Technology* studied the efficacy of bipolar ionization and found NPBI reduces airborne particles (e.g., pollutants, dust, allergens, mold, bacteria and viruses) through agglomeration. Ions attach to airborne particles and these particles are subsequently attracted to one another, effectively increasing their mass and size and forcing them to fall to the ground or be more easily captured by the air filtration system.

2. **Odors** – Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are broken down into basic harmless compounds. NPBI breaks down 520 common gases with an Electron Volt (eV) Potential less than or equal to 12.

3. **Organic Materials** – NPBI inactivates pathogens by creating positive and negative ions, which collide with these pathogens to disrupt their surface proteins. Independent laboratory testing confirmed this technology proven to inactivate common causes of HAIs, including norovirus, MRSA, E. coli, Staphylococcus and Legionella. Most notably, the CAP-, CLIA- and AABB-certified laboratory Innovative Bioanalysis tested Global Plasma Solutions’ NPBI technology on SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19) and found it can inactivate up to 99.99% of the virus in 30 minutes.

UL Study Found NPBI Ozone-Free and Issued 2998 Certification

In contrast to other kinds of bipolar ionization that emit ozone, such as corona discharge, the carbon fiber needlepoints used in NPBI were designed to use a low voltage that prevents them from interacting with oxygen. These needlepoints are able to limit ozone to less than 5 parts per billion (ppb) – well below ASHRAE’s recommended level of 10 ppb. NPBI from Global Plasma Solutions has earned UL certification 2998, confirming this claim.

HVAC Systems’ Filtration Capabilities Are Upgraded with the Installation of NPBI

Filters with higher MERV ratings capture more particles, which is desirable, but filters with higher MERV ratings can also tax HVAC systems due to increased static pressure. In fact, National Research Council Canada’s “Field Evaluation of GPS Needlepoint Bipolar Ionization” found NPBI, when combined with a MERV 12 filter, removed as many 2.5 micron particles as a MERV 16 filter.

In addition to more effectively removing particles from the air, NPBI reduces the need for preventive maintenance, since the ions are generated immediately prior to the coils. This means the coils are constantly showered with millions of ions resulting in no organic growth from mold, mildew or slime that requires cleaning and reduces efficiency.
Ionization Will Make Operators’ Current PPE Investment More Effective

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the average Skilled Nursing Facility is spending $2,000 per month on masks alone. Part of this investment is rooted in filtering out potentially infectious particulates prior to being inhaled by a resident or staff member. Ionization can increase the efficacy of many forms of face coverings, including N95 and surgical masks. According to research from the Center for Health-Related Aerosol Studies at the University of Cincinnati, N95 mask effectiveness for very small particles was increased from 98% to almost 100%, and surgical mask effectiveness increased from 80% to 98%.^{20}

NPBI is the Superior Option for Improving Indoor Air Quality

The benefits of NPBI are superior to many other HVAC enhancement alternatives and lead to a superior return on investment. NPBI will never require replacement parts and the only preventive maintenance is a simple annual cleaning. In contrast, other technologies, such as UV-C, photocatalytic oxidation and even older forms of bipolar ionization, all require periodic replacement parts. Further, NPBI goes beyond what most air purification technologies can do to address the three main kinds of contaminants that pollute indoor air: pathogens, particles and odors.

Considering the up-front costs are comparable and NPBI may augment other infection control measures such as PPE and filtration, NPBI will yield greater efficacy on all applicable fronts.
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